OPEN ACCESS at FIMS

Monthly updates on the state of the FIMS Community within Scholarship@Western

FIMS Publications monthly unique downloads

Total downloads to date: 146,539

Knowledge Mobilization

Government 4%
Commercial 26%
Education 66%
Other 4%

100 theses and dissertations
290 journal articles and proceedings *
78 presentations and working papers

Popular Works**

Commercial Content Moderation: Digital Laborers' Dirty Work, Sarah T. Roberts
Canada: Multiculturalism, Religion, and Accommodation, Brittainy Bonnis
Deception Detection and Rumor Debunking for Social Media, Victoria Rubin
It's Complicated: Romantic Breakups and Their Aftermath on Facebook, Veronika Lukacs

* represents full-text, metadata records, link outs
** based on number of full-text downloads from Oct to Dec
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